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required  a   separate   agency  under  direct   tutelage  of   the  khedive7.  The   independence  of   this  new 
Administration was to be short­lived, since it was reverted to a ministry on 20 November 1913 when 
the British decided to regain control over revenues that were mainly used, in their views, to strengthen 









































khedivial   regime),   one   Hasan   Pasha   Hilmî,   had   bestowed   about   4000   E.P.   on   the   Waqfs 
Administration for the erasing of the old structure and its replacement by a new mosque and a maktâb 
(elementary school). The construction was started in October 1894 ; after the patron’s death a few 










































than   to   any  Qayt   bay  dome.  Another   example  of   how  the   classical   repertoire   is   played  with   is 
illustrated by the subverted use of the blazons on the external walls (Plate 5): rather than giving the 
name and titles of the patron of the mosque, the pseudo ranks bear here Coranic epigraphy (la­allah  






is   organised   around   an   inner   courtyard.  The   drawings   bear   this   time   the   name  of   an   unknown 
European architect : one “F. Ségèz or Légèz, architecte” who states that he drafted and copied the 
drawings   in   June   1896   (« ‘Amal  wa   naql   hazihi   al­rasm   bi­ma’rifatnâ   20   juin   1896  »).   Saber 
Sabri signed the project on the following day. According to inscriptions on the façade, the building 
was completed in 1898. The photographic album, where it is recorded, dates from the following year.









around 1845­1850.  Contrary  to many of his  colleagues  who were sent  abroad to acquire modern 
knowledge   and   skills,   his   was   a   pure   local   training,   achieved   at   the  Muhandiskhanâ  (Cairo’s 
Polytechnical school), possibly under the supervision of Ibrahim Adhâm (1785­ c. 1870), a Turkish 






























historical  models  of  architecture,  concerning i.e.   the  execution of  stalactites)  and of  a  committed 
concern   for   the   conservation   and   restoration   of   Cairo   historical   monuments   (that   would   have 









been  argued   that,  under   ‘Abbâs  Hilmî,   “architecture   returned   to  Mamluk  style   in  order   to   show 
independence   of  Egypt   from  Ottoman  control”29.  However,   the  khedive’s   turn   towards  Egyptian 
nationalism is known to have taken place at a later stage : around 1895, when the Waqf administration 
started developing Mamluk revivalism, the young ruler was on the contrary attempting to mobilize 
Ottoman support   to  assert  his  positions  over   the  British  High  Commissioner30.  Hilmî’s  memoirs, 




Should we thus understand the Mamluk style as evidence of  the khedivial   family’s social  and 































in  a  variety  of   circumstances  with,  presumably,   an  even   larger   range  of   significance.  The  Cairo 
Railway Station was, for example, completely rebuilt between 1891 and 1893 in the same style (Plate 
9)   following   a  destruction  by   fire   in  188240.  A  political   connotation,   in   the   sense  of   nationalist 
symbolism,   seems   unlikely   in   the   circumstance   ;   the   European   taste   for   exoticism,   or   a   loose 
association with travel and tourism, would be better candidates to explain the stylistic choice. Other 






























attached   to   the   style.  More  documentary  evidence   is  needed  to  better  apprehend an  architectural 
practice that was both deeply rooted in its local context (moreover, there had been Mamluk archaisms 
already   during  Ottoman   times47)   and  yet   in  perfect   syntony  with   contemporary  developments   in 
Europe. It is telling, in this perspective, that Sabri’s designs for the Awlâd ‘Inân mosque found their 





analyze all,  or   some,  or  none  of   the  works  mentioned above ?  Does orientalism solely apply   to 
European   attitudes  and  artistic   expressions  ?   If   not,   does   it  make   sense   to  differentiate  between 
European and indigenous orientalism ? And so on… Adopting essentializing and globalizing notions, 
or simplifying dichotomies, based on allegedly clear cultural distinctions, may be a preliminary step to 
gain   familiarity  with  artistic  productions  alien   to  one’s  culture  –   it  has  been  argued  in   fact   that 
“essentialism is a fundamental constraint of crosscultural cognizance”48. When studying buildings that 

















Plate 10  : The grand hall at  the old Shepheard’s Hotel,  c. 1915 (Cairo, Lehnert and Landrock 
collection)
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